Controlling transverse shift of the reflected light via high refractive index with zero absorption.
We present a theoretical investigation on controlling the transverse shift while most of the researches are on longitudinal Goos-Hänchen shift. A two-layer system is considered. The refractive index of the first layer is fixed. The second layer is an atomic system coupled by a strong laser field to realize the Λ-style electromagnetically induced transparency, and an additional microwave field drives the transition between the lower two levels to construct high refractive index with zero absorption. We use such phenomenon to modify the refractive index, and consequently the transverse shift in reflection. The properties of the atomic system and the transverse shift of reflected field are briefly studied. Our investigation shows that the shift can be tuned by the strength of the microwave field. And since the atomic system is quite sensitive to the phase of the light fields, through which the transverse shift can be manipulated effectively. More importantly, the absorption is limited due to the presence of the microwave field.